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What kindled in me to write –

“The Abstracts of Life” – a vision

Since long, my inner voice was always pressing me to
write something different away from my legal pursuit
for awakening of mankind. With pressure of
professional work, I have been deafening my inner
voice and deferring the inevitable.

I was awakened once again right at the beginning of
the nationwide lockdown. It is then I realised that
destiny has something different in store for me. I
therefore, took up a rough pad and pen. Sat quietly
for not less than 30 minutes totally blank and
pondering upon the subject to write on. No thoughts,
just fidgeting with my pen and at times rubbing my
eyes only.

After a little while, a thought suddenly struck my
mind of ‘perception of good and bad’. What is good for
one may be bad for the other and vice versa. I
introspected myself whether I will be able to do
justice. ‘Yes, attempt it’, was the inner response. I
settled on the ‘perception’ – of good and bad through
sensory information.

My pen nudged in my fingers as if prodding me to
write. Believe it or not, the moment I began, my
writing speeded up with flow of thoughts. While
penning on perception a new thought occurred about
good feel and bad feel and out flowed another topic on
“feelings”. So the flow started with topics multiplying.

On analysis of the multiplying topics, I realised mid-
way that I am dealing with all aspects of abstracts of
life and that gave me the title to my writing ”The
Abstracts of Life” – a vision. Interestingly, the entire
lockdown period of over 12 weeks passed by without
me realising that I was under lockdown. With every
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day, the thoughts multiplied and I felt my writing
becoming creative. By the time, unlocking 1.0 was
introduced, I was nearly ready with not less than 43
topics on the abstracts of life.

While penning the subjects, I will honestly confess
that Google search did help me with terminologies,
meanings and analysis. Having collected the basic
data, I coupled them with my thoughts and
experiences to give birth to a vision in the form
of ”The Abstracts of Life”. Each topic has originated
from the other and is interrelated, yet distinct, all
touching the inner chords of a human which remain
either unnoticed or unattended to.

The events begin with life and end with death, both
realities. In between life and death are our different
emotions and varied feelings which every human
encounters one day or the other.

Existence of a human is with the mind which is a
magnet, but both creative and destructive. It is
therefore imperative to be aware of one’s conscience
and sensory information giving the right perception. A
human seeks and wants to attain tranquillity and
remain happy by adopting goodness and ensuring
that truth prevails by following ethics and morals.
Such a person lives with humility, awakens his
compassion within and inculcates passion and desire
to learn, improve in life and thereby overcoming
sadness and depression, surpassing anxiety, killing
stress, shedding fear and distancing from jealousy.

Every human attempts to maintain character,
ensures to be judicious, plans his strategy and aims
at perfection. He acquires knowledge to achieve
success, keeping service before self with smile and
gratitude. At the same time, he adores his friends and
their friendship, maintains relationship and keeps
faith.
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A human realises that ego is destructive, controls his
anger and avoids hatred, applauds the creator, aims
for ultimate spirituality and allows the destiny to play
its role. By nature, every human seeks solace, peace
and divinity in love and sex by complimenting each
other and pleasing his soul and spirit, the invisible.
Having adopted the best of abstracts and attributes
and having lived his life, he welcomes death when
due as an eternal sleep.

I do not claim to be an authority on the contents of
this text nor I am a preacher. I am just sharing my
little knowledge and experience with the readers. I
have attempted to be lucid, clear and express in my
views which are strictly personal with no intention to
hurt anyone’s feelings, sentiments or ideals. I have
been exponent and frank in dealing with each
abstract of life without any bias.

Every human has a dual personality, one is strictly
personal and the other is for the world. To keep a
proper balance, he forgets cultural values which need
to be adhered to for living a satisfying life. I have
therefore dealt with both positive and negative
abstract aspects of life. I have suggested the ways and
means to lead a positive, healthy and happy life and
to attain solace and peace. This text has been
enriched with unique abstracts of life.

I hope my readers will be awakened with a vision for
the future.

With wishes.

– Kamal R. Bulchandani
18.07.2020
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Last words of Steve Jobs
– a billionaire at the end of his life

“I have reached pinnacle of success in the business
world. All recognition of wealth has paled. Wealth is
only a fact of life. You cannot have someone to bear
sickness for you. Whether you have $1.50,000 car or
$30,000 car, road and distance are the same and the
destination is the same. Whether you fly first class or
economic class, if the plane goes down, you go down
with it. Whether you wear $3,000 or $300 watch, it
shows the same time. Whether you live in $30,000
house or $300 million mansion, loneliness is the same.
Material possessions once lost can be acquired but life
once lost can never be found. Trust yourself well and
cherish others. Find time and happiness in family and
friends. Book of life is yet to be read.”
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Facts of Life

— Do not educate your children to be rich. Educate
them to be happy. Then only they would know the
value of things along with life when they grow up.

— Eat your food as your medicines otherwise you will
eat medicines as food.

— One who loves you will never leave you for another
because even if there are hundred reasons to give
up but will find one cause to hold on.

— You are loved when you are born and you are
loved when you die. In between you have to
manage.

— If you want to walk fast, walk alone but if you
want to walk long, walk together.

— There is a difference between being human and
being a human being.
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Beautiful Meanings in Life

— Stay away from anger, it only hurts.
— If you are right, no need to get angry and if you are

wrong, you have no right to get angry.
— Patience with family, friends and love.
— Never think hard about the past, it brings tears.
— Every test in life makes us bitter or better.
— God created gap in your fingers, so that someone

special comes.
— Satisfied life is better than successful life.
— Life is a notebook, two pages written by God, birth

and death. Middle pages you fill with smile and
love.

— Life is beautiful.
— Avoid fights and speak lovely to every person.
— Nothing is permanent.
— Life is an echo.
— What you sow, you reap. What you give, you get.

What you see in others, is what exists in you.
— Radiate and give love and love will come back to

you.
— Do not judge others or else you will be judged.
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Six Best Doctors in the World

Sunlight, Rest, Exercise, Diet, Self-confidence and Friends.

Maintain them at all stages in life and enjoy a healthy life.



(xiv)
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I. LIFE
– live it

Life on earth has evolved from ancient common
ancestors through the generation of hereditary
variation and natural selection. Life is all about love
and happiness. Life means differently to different
people. For some, life is a span of religious practices;
for some, it is performing your duties for which you
have taken birth; for some, to have children to pass
on their genes; yet for some, it is simply to live life to
the fullest. Many are in quest of life to know the
purpose of life, to give a meaning to life.

Life is related to physical entity that has biological
processes. It has an aspect of existence that
processes, acts and reacts, evaluates and evolves
through growth. Life is a living matter that shows
certain attributes that include responsiveness, growth,
metabolism, energy transformation and reproduction.
Life can be an illusion or a mere mirror of different
universe. Life is nothing short of a mystery.

Nevertheless, life is to be lived and to be happy. But
do you live it? As long as you are breathing, you are
living. But then every creature lives as long as there
is life in the creature.

Birth as a human is a blessing gifted to mankind.
Human is different from all creatures including
animals. While many attributes are identical, ability
to communicate, analyse and act rationally or
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otherwise is what distinguishes a human from other
creations.

When we term ourselves as human beings, the
essential ingredient is “being human” and not merely
a “human being”. Therefore, live life as a human and
not as a robot.

Average age of a human is around 60 to 70 years.
Beyond that is a bonus life. Each day has 24 hours.
Each hour has 60 minutes and every minute has 60
seconds. Time starts from birth, tik-tok, tik-tok.
Every day, every hour, every minute and every second
is invaluable and precious as your span of life goes on
diminishing with every second. Life is short, but is a
long journey to a short distance.

Birth determines your status and religion. Some are
born privileged with all resources and luxuries of life,
while many others are not so privileged. One may
question God’s wisdom as to why he creates haves
and have-nots on birth itself. Be as it may, fact
remains that birth determines your status and
relations.

Everyone is not born with a golden spoon or destiny.
Different strata of society exist. Are they man made?
Answer could be ‘yes’ and also ‘no’. A person born in
a poorest of poor family, in slums without shelter, or
even having lost his parents at very early age of his
life without any means, may rise to be a billionaire.
Opportunity knocks. One who grasps an opportunity,
makes a breakthrough in life. On the other hand, a
person born in an affluent family, or having inherited
or having acquired lots of wealth, there is no
guarantee, with the vagaries of life, of that person not
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suffering physically or mentally or meeting with
financial crisis at any stage in life. One has therefore
to be rooted to the earth. Humility, humbleness,
honesty and integrity and living for needy within
one’s capability and means, brings good. Good deeds
are the ones you are remembered for during your life
and after your demise. You then lead a humble life.

We are born to enjoy and celebrate life. Avoid being
serious for that is the obstacle to playful life. Accept
things as they come in your life with warmth, serenity
and contentment. Always be playful and every
moment of life will not only become precious but
satisfying that you have lived the moment. Life is like
a flute. It may have many holes and emptiness, but if
you work on it carefully, it can play.

Everything is susceptible to change as life is not
static. You have to be energetic to keep pace with life
as changing. You have to evolve yourself with changes.
The more you learn from life, the more you evolve.
The more you evolve, the more you enjoy life and
become more playful. Never take life seriously, for it is
life today, but tomorrow it may cease to exist. Be
innovative and search for a new meaning of living, for
if life is changing, you have to make every moment
special. You have to keep learning by being open and
flexible. Mentally you will be healthy and always alert.

Everything in life is a passing phase. Highs and lows,
success and failures, loving and hating, morals and
principles, emotions, thoughts and beliefs, are all
passing phases in life. Therefore, a change in life is a
rule of life. Whether life changes us or we change
ourselves is an issue. Before life changes us, it is we
who need to change and keep ourselves in sync with
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time. Welcome the change and live life to its full. Do
what you believe is right and live your life, rather
than being dictated or being worried about what
others say. Be true to yourself.

Be attached to your near and dear ones but be ready
to be detached. Let them live their life. Best way is to
share what you have, and that is share a smile, the
most precious of all gifts that humankind possesses.

‘Live the moment’, for none can predict the next
moment. Nevertheless, the present moment passes
and the next moment becomes the present moment.
Therefore, live the present moment for the next
moment, and so on. Adopt the attitude of living for
the next moment, even though unpredictable. While
living from moment to moment and from day to day,
plan for tomorrow, for tomorrow will become today.
Plan without fear that tomorrow may never come.
Never think that who has seen tomorrow. That
concept is good for completing a particular task that
very day, but do not leave the planning for tomorrow.
You are performing today, because yesterday you
planned for next day and that is now today. Future is
not what we planned for tomorrow. Actually, it is the
result of what we do today. So, do the best in present.
With this attitude, life will become meaningful,
playful and enriching. You will definitely enjoy the
future. Unpredictable moment is always exciting to
live with.

Listen to inner voice and maintain your dignity and
standards. You do not need to explain yourself or to
anyone. Be your own best critic and judge,
responsible for yourself and your circumstances. You
can never be everything to everyone. So, choose your
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priorities carefully rather than spreading yourself out
too wide. This will help you to lead a satisfying life.

Do not lead meaningless life. Do not ignore doing the
right thing. Do not get rooted in comfort zone. Do not
be negative but be strong to positivity and spirituality.
Do not hold grudges and never lose dignity. Do not
ignore your core group and cherish the small things.
Do not stress about useless people who do not even
deserve to be a part of your life. Live life, a jumbo life
reaching out to as many as you can. Learn to live
without worries.

There are so many things to do within the span of a
short life. How do we compress the same within a
period of 24 hours a day? 8 hours of 24 hours is a
sleeping time which cannot be ignored for a fresh and
healthy next day. After about 4 to 6 hours for daily
personal routines, travelling, etc., the effective hours
available are barely 10 to 12 hours. A year of 365
days multiplied by 12 hours gives you 4,380 hours
per year. If you live for 70 years, you get 3,06,600
hours only to live your life. Simple statistics to realise
that life is indeed short, but overlooked with an
attitude that there is tomorrow, or life is still there,
we will live it. Instead adopt an attitude and say to
yourself at every moment “Life is short, do everything
fast”. While life is short, time is fast, no replay, no
rewinds, so enjoy every moment as it comes.

Living life is not only living up to your routine as
karmayogis. It is true that performing your karmas
diligently and honestly with devotion is also life lived.
Birth of a child is followed by youth, adolescent,
major, middle aged and then a senior citizen. Every
stage of life carries varied obligations. Youth and
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adolescent goes in education, primary and secondary
and then professional career, which raises you to the
stage of being major, bringing in maturity. Settling
down in life, rearing a family, being caring and loving,
involving yourself in their growth, diligently and with
devotion performing your duties is also living your life.
With years rolling down, suddenly you realise that
you have aged and are due to be in the category of
senior citizen. Living for yourself and your near and
dear ones is no extraordinary achievement in life.
Living for others makes you feel complete.

A question that arises is “Have I lived my life? You
feel satisfied that you have performed your duties,
carried out your routines to the best of your ability
and resources available. Though being contended, yet
you feel something is missing, for much more could
have been done. That is it. What is that much more?

Valuing the humanity is what is missing in your life.
It is never too late. Tendency is to postpone and wait
for old age, as the notion is that life is still available to
live for others and then return to the society. While
living, live for others also. If you have not yet valued
the humanity, start today.

Within the permissible limits, adopting a child or
sponsoring for his education, his uniforms, books,
and other necessities, which a child cannot afford to,
helping the dropouts for want of funds, looking after
health and medicines of senior citizens, and so on
and so forth. That is when life becomes meaningful to
live.

Living for others does not mean that you neglect
yourself and your family. In order of priorities, you
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come first. Living first for oneself is not being selfish.
Only when you are fit and healthy, you will be able to
look after your family, which is immediate next
priority and then look after others.

While living your life, accept the things as they come
your way. Do all that what is to your liking. Do not
bother about what others would say. It is your life
and you have every right to live it fully. If destiny
encounters you with different objects and subjects,
accept them gracefully. Just living life is not sufficient.
What is relevant is not only living life to the full, but
what is most important is being a human and valuing
humanity.

Fond of travelling, interacting, fond of exploring the
nature, fond of building a public library, fond of
serving unprivileged and neglected senior citizens, in
search of a soul partner and encountering him or her,
wanting to adopt a child without parents or seeking
peace, solace and aloofness, move on and do it with
passion and dignity within your available resources,
but not at your cost or cost of those whom you have
prioritised in your life already. As long as none is
affected and hurt for attainment of what you desire,
you have every right to move on and live your life.
What is important is how you live.

In life, look back and get experience, look forward and
see hope, look around and find reality, look within
and find yourself. Living for yourself to the full,
though a must, but living for others selflessly is more
satisfying for a life to proudly proclaim: “I have lived
my life as a human being”.
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